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The Jaynes-Cummings model is a cornerstone of light-matter interactions. While finite, the model
provides an illustrative example of renormalisation in perturbation theory. We show, however, that
exact renormalisation reveals a rich non-perturbative structure, and that the model provides a
physical example of a theory with a chaotic coupling trajectory and multi-valued beta-function. We
also construct an exact Wilsonian-like renormalisation group flow for the effective scattering matrix,
and show how multi-valued features arise in the flow. Our results shed light on non-perturbative
aspects of renormalisation and on the structure of the Jaynes-Cummings model itself.
The Jaynes-Cummings model, describing a single elec-
tromagnetic mode interacting with a two-level atomic
system [1], underlies light-matter interactions [2, 3], cav-
ity QED [4] and circuit QED [5].
Fundamental aspects of the model continue to attract
attention [6, 7]. We consider here the renormalisation
of the Jaynes-Cummings model (JCM). Renormalisation
is often introduced, in quantum field theory, as a nec-
essary tool for removing ultra-violet (UV) divergences
which arise through virtual particle loops in perturba-
tion theory. At each order of perturbation theory, the
parameters of the theory are adjusted to match some
observational input, which removes divergences and, by
fixing the parameters, makes the theory predictive. From
this perspective it becomes clear, as is known but not as
frequently discussed, that even UV-finite theories require
a ‘finite renormalisation’ of their free parameters [8, 9].
The JCM is no exception. It requires, as we will see, a
finite renormalisation at each order of perturbation the-
ory, analogous to coupling renormalisation in the loop
expansion of QED. This goes through as one might ex-
pect, but is by definition limited to the small-coupling
regime. As motivation to go beyond this, we note that
the c and a-theorems [10–14] demonstrate the existence of
monotonic functions of the renormalisation group (RG)
flow, from which it is inferred that periodic or chaotic
coupling trajectories are forbidden – however, exactly
solvable models show that renormalisation can lead to
exotic behaviour including chaos and limit cycles [15–20].
We will show here that carrying out renormalisation of
the apparently simple JCM non-perturbatively reveals a
surprising depth of structure. We will see that one can
construct a beta-function, describing the RG flow of the
coupling, which is multivalued [20], with the direction of
the flow reversing when encountering branch points. De-
spite this, monotonic functions of the flow exist. As such
we show that the JCM provides a physical, and exact, ex-
ample of the fact that exotic coupling trajectories are not
ruled out by the existence of monotonic flow functions.
We will find an unusual physical consequence of the
multi-valued flow, namely that more than one renormali-
sation condition is needed to fix the single coupling in the
JCM and make the theory predictive: we will show how
to resolve this. We will also consider the analogue of a
Wilsonian effective action approach [21, 22] to renormali-
sation of the JCM, constructing an exact RG flow for the
effective scattering matrix, and show how a single-valued
flow can be compatible with a multi-valued coupling.
The Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian. The JCM cou-
ples a single electromagnetic mode, frequency ω, to a
two-level atomic system, ground state | ↓ 〉 and excited
state | ↑ 〉, with energy gap ωa. The Hamiltonian is
H = H0 + gV for coupling g, where
H0 = ωa
†a+ ωaτ3 , V = a
†τ− + aτ+ , (1)
in which the electromagnetic mode ladder operators a,
a† obey [a, a†] = 1 as usual, and the τ operators may
be represented as τ+ = | ↑ 〉〈 ↓ |, τ− = | ↓ 〉〈 ↑ | and
τ3 = [τ+, τ−]/2. The time-evolution operator U(t) in
the interaction picture is known exactly [23–25]: tak-
ing for simplicity the ‘resonance limit’ in which the de-
tuning ωa − ω (the difference between the photon and
atomic energies) is zero, the time evolution operator is,
for n := a†a [26] (see also Appendix A),
U(t) = cos gt
√
n + 1| ↑ 〉〈 ↑ |+ cos gt
√












We will re-introduce the detuning later.
Renormalisation. The basic observables in the JCM
are transition amplitudes between states of form | j, l 〉
containing some number of photons j, and with the atom
in one of its two states. Defining
Aj(t) := i〈 j + 1, ↓ |U(t)| j, ↑ 〉 , (3)
the simplest observable is the probability |A0(T )|2 for the
atom to decay from its excited state, emitting a photon,
after some time T . A measurement of this probability,
Pobs, can be used as a renormalisation condition to de-
termine (from the form of (2)) g0 := gT , and so g. To
make a more specific analogy with field theory, suppose
that the coupling is switched off after some time t = T .
Then U(T ) is the S–matrix, which depends only on the




































FIG. 1. Scattering probabilities Pj (columns) given by differ-
ent branches of the solution to the renormalisation condition
at Pobs = 1/10. All branches (rows, with n and± labelling the
choices in (6)) yield the same P0 = Pobs = 1/10 by construc-
tion, but give different Pj for j > 0. The fact that the rows
differ shows that different branches define different theories.
We start by making contact with perturbation theory.
This amounts to evaluating (3) in powers of the ‘bare’
coupling g0. This expansion has a Feynman-diagram
analogy in QED, since the JCM interaction vertex de-
scribes the emission/absorption of a single photon from
an atomic (matter) state, mirroring the three-point ver-
tex of QED. The ‘tree level’ contribution to the decay
probability |A0(T )|2 is g20 . We would therefore identify
g0 =
√
Pobs ≡ gr, the physical, or renormalised, coupling.
At the next order of perturbation theory, corresponding
to 1-loop in QED, one finds that A0(T ) = g0 − g30/6,
and so g0 must be adjusted to ensure that the calculated
and measured observables still agree. Following the usual
procedure, see e.g. [9, §2], we write g0 as a power series in
gr, so g0 = gr + λ1g3r + . . ., and repeat the perturbative
calculation. The renormalisation condition at order g3r
then uniquely determines λ1 = 1/6, and so g0 becomes
g0 = gr +
1
6
g3r +O(g5r) . (4)
At each subsequent order of perturbation theory, the
renormalisation condition similarly uniquely determines
the relationship between the bare and renormalised cou-
plings. The theory is then renormalised to that order in
perturbation theory, all as expected. We turn now to
exact results and non-perturbative renormalisation.
From (2) the exact amplitudes Aj(t) are simply
Aj(t) = sin gt
√
j + 1 , (5)
and the renormalisation condition is gr = sin g0. This
condition has an infinite number of solutions correspond-








in which arcsinn(x) = nπ + (−1)n arcsin(x) for n ∈ Z.
The choice of branch has physical consequences, as can
be seen from the ‘spectrum’ of scattering probabilities
Pj := |Aj(T )|2. As shown in Fig. 1, each branch defines a
different theory with a different spectrum. Hence we have














FIG. 2. Starting from gr & 0, the coupling flows toward
gr = 1, where the β-function (9) switches branch, and the
flow turns toward gr = −1, and so on. The flow is shown
after encountering n turning points, for n from 0 to 4.
non-perturbatively, to identify the coupling and make the
theory predictive. This situation is unusual, and we will
return to it below.
Multivalued RG flows. We can recast the above dis-
cussion in terms of a β-function. Define the ‘renormal-
isation time’ t := log t/T , then the β-function β(gr) :=
dgr(t)/dt describes the evolution of the coupling with re-
spect to time [27, 28], such that gr(0) is to match the
renormalised coupling above. Again beginning perturba-
tively, we can find the 1-loop β-function by inverting the
series (4) for gr, differentiating and transforming back:




From a small gr > 0, the coupling (seemingly) flows to-
ward an IR fixed point at gr =
√
3. This is however
outside the perturbative regime, so we resum the pertur-
bative series and construct the all-orders β-function
β0(gr) :=
√
1− g2r arcsin(gr) , (8)
which corresponds to the n = 0 branch of (6). For a flow
beginning at gr & 0, β0 is positive and so gr flows toward
the turning point at gr = 1. At this point, the square root
and arcsin in β0 switch branch, as they must to account
for (6); the β-function then switches sign and g decreases
back toward −1, where β switches sign again, and so on.
As such, because the β-function is multivalued, the flow
continues through the turning points (see [20] for other
examples). We find that, after encountering n turning
points, the exact β-function is given by
βn(gr) = (−1)n
√
1− g2r arcsinn(gr) . (9)
The flow is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows that the
turning points bound the coupling to obey |gr| ≤ 1 (as
it must from (5)). This means that the fixed point at
gr =
√
3, inferred from 1-loop perturbation theory, can
never be reached. Thus our results provide a greatly sim-
plified analogy of the Landau pole in QED, inferred from
perturbation theory, but which lies in an inaccessible part
of parameter space [29, 30].
The coupling trajectories are compared in Fig. 3.
Those calculated from the 1-loop β-function deviate from
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FIG. 3. Coupling trajectories as a function of RG time.
Both exact solutions (solid lines) yield the same renormalised
coupling gr(0) = 1/2, but come from different branches of (6)
corresponding to g0 = π/6 + 2π and g0 = π/6 + 12π. The
1-loop trajectories (dashed lines) tend to the fictitious fixed
point at gr =
√
3.
the exact solutions when gr first approaches one, and
then tend to the fictitious fixed point at gr =
√
3. De-
pending on initial conditions, a given exact solution can
exhibit arbitrarily many rapid oscillations, correspond-
ing to passing through many branches of the β-function.
This behaviour is representative of the chaos underlying
the flow. To make this explicit, observe that if we had
used the probability |A0|2 in our renormalisation condi-
tion, rather than the amplitude, we would have studied
the flow of x(t) := g2r(t) = sin
2 g0e
t. This is (up to a triv-
ial rescaling of t) well-known as the function which inter-
polates the chaotic behaviour of the discrete logistic map
with parameter 4 [31–33]. Now, following [20], define
the “c-function” by dc(gr)/dgr = β(gr) =⇒ dc(t)/dt =
β2(gr(t)). As a function of the coupling, c is multival-
ued, but as a function of t it is clearly monotonic. Thus
we find that the JCM provides a simple, physical com-
plement to the examples in [20] showing that, contrary
to what may be inferred from the c or a-theorems [10–
14], chaotic coupling trajectories are not ruled out by the
existence of monotonic flow functions.
We note that the RG flow of the coupling in the Ising
model with imaginary magnetic field [20, 33], is also de-
scribed by the logistic map with parameter 4 [32, 34, 35].
Interpolating the dynamics and renormalisation of such
discrete systems through continuous functions follow-
ing [31] allows an interpretation of RG flows in terms
of (quasi) Hamiltonian dynamics [32, 33]. For the logis-
tic map, the interpolating function is our x(t) = g2r(t).
As such it is intriguing to note that the RG flow of the
JCM is shared with that of the Ising model: for the flow
of x(t) corresponding to that in Fig. 2 see [32, Fig. 2].
These same structures arise, though, through quite dif-
ferent mechanisms, as we now discuss.
(Lack of) periodicity. For an RG trajectory which
flows around a closed loop, a limit cycle, the parame-
ters in the Hamiltonian return to their original values
after a finite RG time [17], so the theory is periodic as a
function of the flow [18]. Special Circumstances are re-
quired for such behaviour, see e.g. [36], but the situation
here is somewhat different. The β-function (9) describes
the variation of the coupling with respect to time, not
with respect to integrating out modes in a Wilsonian ap-
proach. It is defined in terms of the S-matrix, and as such
inherits its periodic features from those of time evolu-
tion in the JCM. Periodicity is thus present in this sense.
However (and even without considering the β-function),
different branches of solution yield different physics, as
shown in Fig. 1. As a result, a single measurement is
not enough, non-perturbatively, to determine the single
coupling in the JCM. This is markedly different to what
happens in perturbation theory, but we can explain it as
follows. The JCM interaction V can only change the pho-
ton content of an initial number state |n 〉 by ±1. Hence,
the theory splits into a product of decoupled two-level
photon subsytems [23–25, 37]. In our example, n = 0 and
all amplitudes in the sub-system (transitions between su-
perpositions of | 0, ↑ 〉 and | 1, ↓ 〉) are indeed periodic as
g0 changes from one branch to another. However, the
same periodicity does not extend to the entire spectrum
of probabilities Pj because the renormalisation condition
is essentially blind to all other, decoupled, subsystems.
Effective S-matrix. In the ‘average effective action’
approach to the RG, see [21, 22], one constructs a func-
tion depending on a flow parameter k which, for k →∞,
reproduces the classical action of the theory, and for
which a change k → k−δk corresponds to integrating out
quantum fluctuations with energy in the range (k−δk, k).
As such the full effective action of the quantum theory
is recovered as k → 0. Here we construct a flow from
the ‘bare’ interaction Hamiltonian V of the JCM, to the
full S-matrix of the theory. We do so by re-introducing
the detuning ωa − ω (the gap between the photon and
atomic energies) and using it as a flow parameter. As
before, we switch off the coupling at time T , so U(T ) is
the S-matrix. Define k = T (ωa − ω)/2, for 0 ≤ k < ∞,
and write Uk for the S-matrix with this detuning. For
large k, Uk behaves as (see Appendix A and B)




which shows that transitions between atomic levels are
suppressed as 1/k because of the large energy gap ∝ k
between them. Thus the detuning acts as a mass scale
which suppresses quantum fluctuations. Subtracting the
diagonal contributions in (10), Uk is clearly proportional
to the bare vertex g0V up to a factor. Given this, we
define an effective transition matrix Tk by
Tk = Uk −
(







which obeys the two limits
Tk → −ig0V , k →∞ ,



























FIG. 4. Solutions to the renormalisation condition (13)
defining the coupling ek, at gr = 1/2. Points show numer-
ical solutions. As k decreases toward 1, multiple solutions
appear in the flow, and interpolate toward the IR solutions
(14) (horizontal lines) shown for n = 0 . . . 4.
Hence Tk interpolates between the bare vertex in the UV,
k → ∞, where all quantum transitions are suppressed,
and the T–matrix proper (the S–matrix minus the for-
ward scattering contribution) in the IR, as k → 0 and
the suppression is removed. This is our Hamiltonian ana-
logue of the average effective action. Nicely, the subtrac-
tions in (11) mirror the usual subtraction of regulator-
function dependent terms from the average effective ac-
tion [38], which ensures the correct UV behaviour in (12).
Note that the effective T -matrix (11) is a single-valued
function of k, and does not exhibit any periodicity. Can
the structures seen above, in particular the multi-valued
bare coupling, then reappear? To answer this, we let
the coupling become k-dependent, writing g0 → ek, and
adjust ek to preserve our renormalisation condition under
the flow; here that condition is just gr = i〈 1, ↓ |Tk| 0, ↑ 〉









k2 + e2k . (13)
In the IR, k ' 0, we can solve this immediately to find
gr ' sin ek =⇒ ek ' arcsinn gr , (14)
which is just the multi-valued solution of the renormalisa-
tion condition above. In the UV, we must solve (13) nu-
merically; the solution(s) are shown in Fig. 4 along with
the exact IR result (14). For large k, there is only a single
solution to (13), which deviates only slightly, for k > 0,
from the all-orders perturbative solution ek = arcsin gr
(the n = 0 branch). As k decreases toward the IR, how-
ever, additional solutions appear in pairs in the flow. As
k → 0 these interpolate to the nth and (n + 1)th branch
solutions for n ≥ 1, as shown, with the higher n solutions
appearing at smaller k. Thus, the perturbative solution
to the renormalisation condition exists for all k, while the
‘non’-perturbative solutions appear at finite RG times.
We find therefore that, in the IR, there are several possi-
ble endpoints of the flow, recovering the multiple different
couplings arcsinn gr. The faint grey lines in Fig. 4 show
contours of (13) for constant gr; these illustrate that for
gr > 1 solutions to the renormalisation condition can ap-
pear and disappear in the flow as k decreases, but that
they never reach the IR at k = 0; this is consistent with
the fact that there no physical solutions to the renormal-
isation condition in the IR for gr > 1.
Discussion. We have shown that renormalisation of
the apparently simple Jaynes-Cummings model pro-
vides an exactly solvable example of a theory with ex-
otic coupling trajectory and multi-valued beta func-
tion. One consequence of these structures is that, non-
perturbatively, there can be multiple solutions of a given
renormalisation condition, meaning that a single mea-
surement is not enough to determine the single free pa-
rameter (the coupling) in the theory. (See Appendix C
for a discussion of multiple measurements.) This has
physical consequences. For example, a misidentification
of the coupling, or limiting the coupling to the pertur-
bative branch, could mean missing the famous collapse-
revival physics of the JCM [39, 40], which is a strong-
coupling phenomenon [6, 41].
The question arises of how our results would be af-
fected by the addition of more structure, which could
extend both the theoretical and experimental applicabil-
ity of the model. The RG structure of field theories like
QED is extremely rich [29, 30, 42], so a natural first step
beyond our results would simply be to add the ‘counter-
rotating’ terms to the Hamiltonian which turn the JCM
into the Rabi model. The fact that the Rabi model is
also solvable [43] offers scope for progress here.
We have also introduced an S-matrix analogue of the
average effective action, using the detuning of the JCM
as a flow parameter. Normally one can find an exact flow
equation for the average effective action, but not solve it
exactly. In the JCM we can essentially jump straight to
the exact solution. It would nevertheless be interesting
to investigate the corresponding flow equations (which
can be set up for (11) or (13) by taking the derivative
with respect to the detuning) in order to explore how
the bifurcations in Fig. 4 arise; this could give insight
into RG flow equations in other theories. Certainly the
essential idea of an effective S-matrix is not limited to
the JCM, and so may offer an alternative approach to
Hamiltonian RG studies [44] in other theories.
Our investigation highlights the dangers of inferring re-
sults from perturbative renormalisation (even in simple
settings stripped of the complications of removing diver-
gences) and provides non-perturbative insight into the
RG in a physical and accessible setting.
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APPENDIX A: ARBITRARY DETUNING
Let ∆ = ωa − ω be the difference between the atomic
and photon energies, or ‘detuning’. The time-evolution
operator U(t) for arbitrary detuning is [23]
U(t) =
[





























APPENDIX B: LARGE DETUNING
The dimensionless variables used to construct the
Wilsonian flow of the effective S-matrix are ek = gt and







† + k2, the time evolution operator (15)





















From this we can read off the large-k behaviour. Using
1 = | ↑ 〉〈 ↑ |+ | ↓ 〉〈 ↓ | , 2τ3 = | ↑ 〉〈 ↑ | − | ↓ 〉〈 ↓ | ,
(17)
we find directly that, for k →∞,






as used in the text. For this limit to hold we must,
strictly, place a cutoff Λ on the allowed mode occupa-
tion number (which is otherwise unbounded). Hence V
should be considered as projected onto a finite subset
of modes throughout the effective-S-matrix calculation.
This does not affect the results: Λ is simply analogous to
a UV cutoff, to be removed at the end of the calculation.
APPENDIX C: MULTIPLE MEASUREMENTS
In the text, we used a measurement of a particular
scattering probability at a given time as a renormali-
sation condition to fix the coupling of the JCM. This
is analogous to using a scattering probability (or ampli-
tude) at fixed energy scale to renormalise the coupling in
QFT. Using any single transition amplitude would have
led to the same conclusion (as the form of (5) in the text
shows), namely that a single measurement is not enough,


















FIG. 5. The relationship between Pobs and P1 for different
branches (19) with ± labelling the sign of square root. The
first 20 of each sign are shown on the right.
non-perturbatively, to determine the coupling. We dis-
cuss here the extent to which a second measurement can
be used to uniquely fix the coupling of the JCM model.
Suppose then that we have measured Pobs for P0, as in
the text, and identified the bare coupling g0 in terms of
the nth branch of arcsin as







Suppose also that we have a second measured value for
some other process, say, for j > 0,
Pj = |〈 j + 1, ↓ |U(t)| j, ↑ 〉|2 = sin2 g0
√
j + 1 . (20)
Note that if
√
j + 1 ∈ Z then Pj is independent of the
choice of branch in (19), and we gain nothing. Hence
we must pick j such that j + 1 is not a perfect square;
note that
√
j + 1 is then irrational (Theaetetus’ theo-
rem), which is key to what follows. Taking j = 1 to
illustrate, Fig. 5 shows how different branches (19) yield
different predictions for P1 at a given Pobs. As the sit-
uation is clearly complex when all possible branches are
considered, it is helpful to take a specific example.
Consider a scenario in which the excited state of the
atom | 0, ↑ 〉 is unstable and always decays. Then the






π , n ∈ Z. (21)
We can restrict to g0 ≥ 0, hence n ≥ 0, since observables
in the JCM are invariant phase transformations a→ eiφa
of the photon ladder operators, which for φ = π is equiv-
alent to g0 → −g0. The question to answer is whether or
not a given value of some Pj is enough to determine the
branch n, and fix the coupling, uniquely. The equality of
Pj for two branches n and n′ would require
sin2
√
j + 1(n+ 12 )π = sin
2
√
j + 1(n′ + 12 )π . (22)
The solution to sin2 a = sin2 b is just that one of a ± b
differ by an integer multiple of π; hence we have either√
j + 1(n− n′) ∈ Z , (23)
6
for which the only solution is n = n′ precisely because
we have taken
√
j + 1 irrational, or√
j + 1(n+ n′ + 1) ∈ Z , (24)
which similarly has no solution for n, n′ ≥ 0. Here, then,
a second measurement of P1 is in this case enough to
determine the coupling.
More generally, there is a subtle dependence on the
irrationality (or otherwise) of the arguments in the var-
ious trig functions appearing. This is a direct conse-
quence of the chaos in the underlying logistic map, which
our functions interpolate [34]: as is well known, whether
the equivalent parameters are rational or irrational de-
termines the (non) periodicity of the sequence generated
by the map [31].
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